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October Products
October seems to be the time of year that people really seem to be
able to sit back and take a breather. School is going full force and kids
are finally getting back into a schedule, but it still has its great days
that the whole family can still be outside and get a few things done.
There are some really great products that we have gotten in to really
start to help you relax and enjoy, but also stay warm at the same
time.
I would first like to tell you about Bailey's new product. It is a
Hazelnut flavored Irish cream. I have had the pleasure to try this
product recently and I am happy to say it is really great. It has
wonderful flavoring and would be great in coffee. It is just a perfect
blend of Baileys with a subtle touch of nutty hazelnut. I would really
suggest just drinking it on the rocks. Anyone who likes Baileys will
enjoy this flavor.
There is also a new brand of rum that I would like to add in there as
well. For anyone who is a serious rum drinker I would suggest Koloa
rum. I am going to mention that this particular rum may not be at
every Westside Liquor location. Koloa rum is from Hawaii and comes
in white, gold, spiced, and dark rum. It is made from the sugar cane on
the island and made in small batches. It has won multiple awards and
can be hard to find.



Koloa rums white rum has notes of oak, licorice, and toasted
sugars. It also has a fruity pineapple finish.
Koloa gold rum has hints of molasses, candied apples and




vanilla on the nose.
Koloa spiced rum is really well balanced rum. It has the taste of
vanilla and caramel with a long smooth finish.
Koloa dark rum is the flavor that has won the most awards. It
has the taste of vanilla, roasted nuts, caramel apples, and burnt
orange peel. It also has plenty wood and toast flavoring as well.

Some of you may be familiar with the Adult Chocolate milk. They
have outdone themselves with the newest addition to the lineup. It is
called Adult Strawberry Milk. As the name has probably tipped you off
it is a creamy drink that is meant to either do shots or drink on the
rocks. It has a really vibrant pink color to it. It tastes like ripe
strawberries and sweet cream. It is vodka based. It is really a fun drink
that would be great to share around the holiday season.
Mothers Pumpkin Spice Cream Liqueur is a great choice for this
time of season. It is a great mixture of dairy cream, pumpkin, nutmeg
and cinnamon. It will remind you of the pumpkin pie that your mom
makes. It is a wonderful sipper for on ice. It is a bit sweet so I would
suggest drinking it after dinner. It also has limited season availability.
Shellback rum is one of the newer items our store has received. It
has both silver rum and spiced rum. The silver rum has floral overtones
with a little vanilla and tropical fruit to it as well. It has a sweet taste
and is great rum to mix with anything. The spiced rum is also very
smooth tasting rum. This one is more of medium-bodied rum and has
12 different flavors. It has some flavoring such as caramelized honey,
cinnamon and vanilla to name a few. If you are a spiced rum fan, I
defiantly would try this one.
I know that frozen pouches seem a little out of season but
Daily's frozen pouches have two new seasonal drinks. There is a
Daily's Hard Cider and Spicy Sangria. The nice thing about these is
they can be warmed up, frozen or just chilled. These are only seasonal
so they will not be available all the time.
Well that is all for now but I can guarantee that there will be
something new and fun next month. Thank you all for keeping up with
this newsletter and I hope everyone has a wonderful and safe October.
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